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		There is a Fifth Edition of this book

	
		Developers often tell me they wish they'd found our Java book first, before spending time and money on others. They also say it's the book they turn to when they're getting ready to learn Android programming. Here are a few of the reasons why I believe this book will work equally well for you:

		
			This book teaches the core Java skills that you need to work with objects, graphical user interfaces (GUIs), files, and databases.
	
			It gives you a fast start! In fact, by the end of chapter 6, you'll be developing bulletproof Java applications with business classes and objects.
	
			It now shows you how to use the NetBeans IDE to code, test, and debug Java applications. This easy-to-use tool boosts your productivity and is widely used in industry. So you'll be working like a pro right from the start.
	
			It takes the mystery out of object-oriented programming by using real-world applications (instead of objects like cats and dogs) to demonstrate key concepts like inheritance, interfaces, and polymorphism.
	
			It covers the most useful features introduced in Java SE 7, like the try-with-resources statement, the diamond operator (<>), and an improved file system API (known as NIO2).
	
			In the GUI section, it shows you how to use the NetBeans Swing GUI builder to design a form and generate the code needed to display it. As a result, this section has you focus on critical coding skills, such as handling events, instead of on code that should be generated.
	
			Because business applications routinely handle data, it shows how to work with text files, binary files, XML files, and databases (using JDBC).
	
			It now has a chapter on deploying applications by using executable JAR files or Java Web Start.
	
			It gives you the Java skills that you need to get started with Android programming. That's true whether you're looking to refresh your skills...or whether you're learning Java for the first time.
	
			All the skills are presented in our standard, "paired-pages" format, to save you time on both training and reference.
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Photoshop CS3 for Screen Printers (Wordware Applications Library)Wordware Publishing, 2007
There are between 20,000 and 30,000 registered screen printing companies in the U.S. and many thousands more worldwide. Additionally, there are thousands of companies that are run from backyards, garages, and storage facilities. All of these screen printing companies have one thing in common—they all use some type of graphics program to...
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Beginning VB 2008: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2008

	This book is for anyone who wants to write good Visual Basic 2008 code – even if you have never programmed before.


	Writing good code can be a challenge, there are so many options, especially in a language like Visual Basic. If you want to really get the best from a programming language you need to know which features work...
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Computers Under Attack: Intruders, Worms and VirusesAddison Wesley, 1990

	This book is broken down into 6 parts. The first describes the emergence of a worldwide network of computers, here called Worldnet, and the practices that people have engaged in as a result. The second part describes the problem of electronic breakins. The third part deals with the phenomenon of worms. The fourth part deals with viruses. The...
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Distributed Game Development: Harnessing Global Talent to Create Winning GamesFocal Press, 2010

	Take control of your global game development team and make successful AAA game titles using the 'Distributed Development' model. Game industry veteran Tim Fields teaches you how to evaluate game deals, how to staff teams for highly distributed game development, and how to maintain challenging relationships in order to get great games...
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Principles of Biochemical Toxicology, Fourth EditionInforma Healthcare, 2008
This leading textbook in the field examines the mechanisms underlying toxicity, particularly the events at the molecular level and the factors that determine and affect toxicity. The new edition is updated to reflect the latest research into the biochemical basis of toxicology and the growing concerns over the adverse effects of drugs,...
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Nomic Truth Approximation Revisited (Synthese Library)Springer, 2019

	
		This monograph presents new ideas in nomic truth approximation. It features original and revised papers from a (formal) philosopher of science who has studied the concept for more than 35 years.

	
		Over the course of time, the author's initial ideas evolved. He discovered a way to generalize his first theory of nomic...
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